KÄRNTNER ELEKTRIZITÄTS-AG
AUSTRIAN ENERGY PROVIDER’S MOBILE
FACTORING GOES PAPERLESS
QUICK FACTS
Industry
Utilities
Revenue
€1.53 billion
Employees
1,467

Key Challenges
• Eliminate tedious manual data gathering
and error-prone rekeying
• Replace paper forms with a mobile solution
for factoring and other customer-facing
processes
• Keep data consistent across applications

Why SAP Was Selected
• Reliability and quality of SAP® applications
• Smooth integration with existing SAP software landscape
• Issue-free release cycles
• High-data quality
• Instant availability of data across SAP
applications
• No additional interfaces

Implementation Best Practices
• Involvement of customer service personnel
in solution design and usability testing,
ensuring high degree of user acceptance
• Joint effort by experienced in-house staff
and external partner with expertise in
mobile solutions
• Integration with a third-party application
for service cutoff

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Automation of data synchronization on
mobile devices
• Elimination of paper-based and other manual
processes
• Reduction in data management costs and
effort due to data consistency
• No need for additional staff or training

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Improved the quality and efficiency of the
factoring process
• Synchronized debt collection with customer
account status
• Streamlined further customer service processes, such as energy meter
replacement
• Accelerated billing cycles by 2 weeks on
average

Operational Beneﬁts
• Established consistent software-based
processes via intuitive mobile devices
• Eliminated paper-based data gathering
• Improved data quality
• Minimized data entry errors
• Reduced administrative effort
• Eliminated data redundancies
• Enabled field service staff to complete
work orders on customer premises

Headquarters
Klagenfurt, Austria
Web Site
www.kelag.at
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP for Utilities solution portfolio,
mobile solutions from SAP
Implementation Partner
NEO Business Partners GmbH

KELAG-Kärntner Elektrizitäts-AG
delivers electricity, natural gas, and
district heat to residential and business customers in Austria and
neighboring Slovenia. Supported
by mobile solutions from SAP, the
company’s mobile factoring process
provides customer service personnel
with accurate and up-to-the minute
data on the status of customer
accounts.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Utilities

“Paperless factoring supported by mobile solutions from SAP has delivered
significant process quality improvements. Other customer service processes
benefit from the insight we gained through this project.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Roland Wurzer, Manager, Customer Services Division, KELAG-Kärntner Elektrizitäts-AG

Clean Energy, Clear Customer
Focus
KELAG-Kärntner Elektrizitäts-AG serves
300,000 energy customers in Austria
and Slovenia. The company generates
€1.53 billion in annual revenue and
employs 1,467 staff. Delivering 21 billion
kilowatt hours of electrical power,
4.7 billion kilowatt hours through natural
gas, and 2.1 billion kilowatt hours of district heat per year, KELAG ranks among
Austria’s largest energy companies.
Sixty-three hydroelectric power plants,
80 local and district heating networks,
and more than 1,000 heating centers
with a strong focus on renewable energy
enable KELAG to keep its carbon footprint remarkably small.

nearly 10,000 factoring cases per year,
this largely paper-based approach left
considerable room for improvement.
An industry event in Vienna demonstrated
that there was a better way: Mobile solutions from SAP, when integrated with SAP
for Utilities solutions, were designed to
eliminate paper from the factoring process. “With mobile solutions from SAP,
we knew there would be no interfacing or
release change problems in our existing
SAP software landscape,” notes Wolfgang
Jessernig, manager of quality and systems
in KELAG’s customer services division.

High Usability and Acceptance

KELAG decided to provide its factoring
agents with tablet PCs using virtual private
KELAG’s accounts receivables, dunning, network connectivity for fast downloading
customer credit assessment, and factor- and uploading. “Our factoring agents were
ing functions are integrated in the SAP
involved in this project right from the start.
for Utilities solution portfolio to eliminate Their ideas and suggestions were instruinterfaces and attain synergies across
mental to the success and the acceptance
all of the company’s business divisions. of our mobile factoring solution,” says
Peter Rader, manager of the mobile factoring
Mobile Factoring as Pilot Project
project at KELAG.
A team of five factoring agents from
KELAG’s customer services organization
was tasked with collecting receivables
from customers. Each day, these agents
used to drive to their KELAG subsidiary,
pick up their stack of debt collection
order printouts, collect amounts outstanding and issue receipts, try to
resolve issues by phoning the KELAG
customer interaction center, and finally
return to the KELAG subsidiary to manually process their factoring results via
SAP® software. In view of a total of

Instant data synchronization is one of the
key benefits delivered by the mobile factoring solution at KELAG. Today, factoring
agents can check the current status of a
customer’s account online while on the
customer’s premises. Any issues are clarified via the company’s customer interaction
center so appropriate action – possibly
service cutoff – can be taken. This solution
has helped to significantly improve the
accuracy and currency of data in KELAG’s
factoring process.
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Additional Mobile Customer and
Maintenance Services
The positive experience gained through
its mobile factoring solution prompted
KELAG to drive similar process quality
improvements in other customer-facing
processes, such as annual and ad hoc
energy meter readings for district heating
customers. Today, another 90 users rely
on KELAG’s mobile customer service
solution. Mobile solutions from SAP are
currently being rolled out for field service
technicians responsible for replacing
calorimeters at statutory intervals. In
the future, this solution is going to
serve for plant status tracking and will
support periodic maintenance as well
as inventorying in heating plants.

Implementation Partner
NEO Business Partners GmbH delivers
mobile solutions based on SAP applications. The company employs 50 staff,
generates €7 million in annual revenue,
and operates 4 sites in Germany.

